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increase their combined data reporting capabilities. RFIDs can
extend the ability of a WSN by providing sensible property to
otherwise un-sensible objects. WSNs, on the other hand, being
able to monitor physical events, can provide much more
information on the measurement of temperature, humidity,
pressure, etc., than simple RFID. Moreover, in an RFID
system, reader-tag communications are conducted in single
hops without inter-communication among tags. RFID systems
integrated with WSNs will enjoy the advantages of wireless
multi-hop inter-communication over wider areas [3].
Integrating these two technologies faces many challenges
and has to obey a number of constraints. The most obvious
refer to the additional costs related to designing and deploying
integrated hardware components. These components are
naturally more complicated than simple sensors or tags. If a
device integrates a sensor node and an RFID tag, for instance,
then this device is expected to operate both wireless
communication
protocols
either
simultaneously
or
alternatively. This will put an additional operational load on
the device that translates into additional processing and energy
consumption. Thus, accurate and non-redundant deployment
of such devices is a critical factor in determining the cost
efficiency of any integrated WSN/RFID system.
In our previous work [4], we proposed a model that deploy
several types of wireless sensor nodes, including super nodes
(SNs) capable of transmitting the sensed data to base-stations
(BSs) for distances farther than achieved by regular light sensor
nodes (LNs). Relieving LNs from such a transmission load
dedicates their battery power to the soul task of data collection.
In this paper, we enhance our previous model to better suit an
integrated WSN/RFID layout. Here, the notion of a SN refers
to one that performs both the tasks of a relay with extended
transmission capabilities and an RFID reader, simultaneously.
LNs are still exclusively devoted to the task of data recording
and the term refers now to either simple sensors or RFID tags.
We claim that this is a never preceded approach in integrated
WSN/RFID architectures. The efficiency of this architecture,
however, is greatly dependent on the cost of SNs in the
topology. Thus, our second contribution here is to provide the
ILP formulation for optimal placement of the minimal number
of these SNs while guarantying main connectivity constraints.
The results of our experiments show that our proposed
architecture outperforms other common integrated architectures
in terms of cost-effectiveness.

Abstract— In this paper, we propose a novel architecture for
integrated Radio Frequency IDentifiers (RFIDs) and Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSNs) to accommodate an array of
applications in a cost-effective manner. Integration combines the
traceability and sensing capabilities of the two technologies to
maximize the effectiveness of the resulting systems. RFID
technology extends the ability of WSNs by tracking otherwise unsensible objects. WSNs, on the other hand, provide information
on the environment surrounding the node and the ability to
transmit in multi-hops to wider areas. We propose a novel
architecture to integrate these technologies via super nodes that
serve as both RFID readers and relay hubs. The count of the
super nodes dominates the cost of these integrated networks.
Thus, it is crucial to distribute these nodes over the layout in a
way that minimizes their count while ensuring coverage. We
employ Integer Linear Programming (ILP) to achieve a
deployment scheme that addresses such constraints. Our
approach generated outstanding results in terms of costefficiency when compared to other WSN/RFID integrated
architectures.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a system of
heterogeneous cost-effective devices such as sensors and relay
nodes that vary in their power, computational capacity and
communicational ranges. Reducing the count of costly nodes
(i.e. the most advanced in their capabilities) is a means to
maintaining the cost-effectiveness of the system as a whole.
This has to be carried out while observing placement
constraints over the extent of the network to avoid any
communicational bottlenecks. Integrating WSNs with likewise
ubiquitous technologies is a promising approach that would
result in more functional, scalable and cost-effective systems.
Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) is a popular option
that has gained considerable attention in this regard [1]-[3]. An
RFID system is made of a reader, a tag and the
electromagnetic transmission between them. The reader is the
active and more complex unit. The tag, on the other hand, may
be passive and gain its energy from the reader associated to it.
Each tag has an identification (ID) number and a memory that
stores additional data such as manufacturer, product type, etc.
Many immerging applications require information beyond
the simple identity or location of an object. Thus, the
integration of the technologies of RFID and WSNs will
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of this integration architecture, it would be dominated by the
total count of readers and the extra sensors used for relaying
(i.e. total of CRead + CXS).
The second architecture integrates RFID readers with
sensor nodes (RS). Here, the existence of three types of
devices is assumed: the integrated RFID readers/sensor nodes,
simple RFID tags, and the sink or base-station (Fig. 2). Mason
et al. [7] introduced a prototype system for asset tracking with
RFID and sensor networks. However, integrating RFID
readers with sensors is not a cost-effective approach when we
consider the limited sensing range and power resources of
sensors. Moreover, RFID readers are complex and costly
components. Combining readers with sensors will lead either
to inflating the deployment costs due to the sensors’ wide
distribution range or to depriving wide sections of the
topology from sensors’ coverage for the sake of reducing the
subsequent cost of integrated readers. Each of these
alternatives has its toll on the system’s overall performance
measure. Again, the cost of this architecture will be dominated
by the total of CRead + CXS.
In the mix architecture (MIX), RFID tags and sensor nodes
coexist in the same network as distinct devices that are
operating independently. In this architecture (Fig. 3), the
system includes three classes of devices: sensor nodes, tags
and smart stations. These latter devices consist of an RFID
reader, a data microprocessor, and a network interface
communicating with the network sink (base-station) only. This
architecture, however, is vulnerable to large-scale
implementations where data relaying is highly required. Our
proposal addresses this specific vulnerability. Also in the same
regard, Zhang and Wang [1] proposed a system architecture in
which a gateway and a sensor in a WSN are integrated with an
RFID reader and a tag, respectively. However, this strategy
suffers from serious weaknesses because it is characterized by
many-to-one traffic patterns. It also presents some problems
related to energy imbalance among the smart nodes it
introduces. Yang et al. [8] argue that in this architecture, smart
nodes have a fixed transmission range. Hence, the amount of
traffic that is required to be forwarded will increase
considerably as the distance to the base-station becomes
shorter. Subsequently, smart nodes that are closer to the basestation will run out of power earlier. We add that the proposal
in [1] does not specify if smart stations inter-communicate
with each other, which is a desired feature to have in any
integrated architecture. The authors in [8] propose to balance
the load among the readers by adding more readers in the area

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II surveys the most common integration architectures proposed
in the literature. Section III presents a novel architecture for
WSN and RFID integration and practical communication
model. Section IV describes the ILP-based deployment strategy
for the proposed architecture. The cost evaluation of this
scheme against other integration architectures is presented in
Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes our work.
II.

RELATED WORK

Integrated WSN/RFID architectures may follow a variety
of common layouts including: a) integrating RFID tags with
sensors, b) integrating readers with sensor nodes and c) mixed
architectures [1][3]. We will refer to these main architectures
for the reminder of this paper as: TS, RS and MIX,
respectively. The common components of these architectures
are readers, relays and sensor/tag nodes. However, the cost of
sensors and tags are negligeble with respesct to readers and
relays that employ complicated and expensive cercutry [3].
Hence, we will refer to the functionalities of these components
to quantify the cost measure of each architecture as follows: 1)
CRead: Cost of reader nodes, 2) CRelay: Cost of relaying nodes,
and 3) CXS: Cost of extra sensor nodes that may be deployed
for relaying and sensing.
Adding sensing capabilities to RFID tags (TS architecture)
represents one of the simplest ways of integration. If RFID
tags incorporate sensors in their design, they are able to take
sensor readings and transmit them to a reader. Such sensortags, however, use the same protocols for reading tag IDs and
for collecting sensed data. This option of integration limits the
range of communication to RFID readers alone over singlehop links. In high-end applications, it would be extremely
desirable for integrated sensor-tags to communicate with each
other as well as with other devices and form a cooperative AdHoc network (Fig. 1). In addition, a system that deploys a
sensor with each tagged object is highly costly and infeasible.
The authors in [5] proposed an approach that deploys an RFID
tag attached to each sensor node that is also provided with an
RFID reader capability. This integration architecture,
however, suffers from doubling the sensing load on the
integrated node. The integrated entity is required here to run at
least two wireless protocols depending on the sensed data and
perhaps some aggregation method to overcome the short
communication ranges of relaying sensors [6] which increases
its operational and design costs and that of the system’s
especially under large-scale deployment. If we define the cost

Fig. 1: Integrated Tag-Sensor (TS) in a cooperative
wireless network.

Fig. 2: Integrating RFID readers with sensor nodes
(RS).
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Fig. 3: Mix architecture of RFIDs and WSNs
(MIX).

system’s data sink. When compared to the integrated
architectures mentioned in Section II, the cost measure of the
SIWR architecture is expressed by the total count of SNs,
where a single super node cost is calculated by:
  
 


near the sink. We point out that an abundance of readers in the
network may cause reader collisions. Not to mention that
deploying more readers will substantially increase the
system’s cost. The cost of this mixed architecture is more
complicated and can be express by the sum CRead+ CRelay + CXS.
The alternative integration architecture we propose aims
toward overcoming the limitations of all the scenarios
discussed above while dominating the cost factor. Our
approach is based on a simple fact: RFID readers have
relatively low ranges and are expensive. This is counter to
sensors and tags which are much cheaper but implement
separate data monitoring and reporting protocols. Minimizing
the cost criteria in any integrated design requires,
consequently, minimizing the cost of readers deployment,
which is proportional to their count in the topology. Our
optimization scheme stems from our SNs placement approach
that ensures optimal coverage according to the ILP we discuss
in Section IV.
III.

where  and  denotes fractional variables varying between
zero and one based on the hardware specifications of the
designed super node. We note that Eq. (1) combines partial
costs of readers and relaying nodes which are conducted
separately in the other architectures. This is due the elimination
of duplicated components achieved by our integration strategy.
Comparing these partial costs with their corresponding
counterparts in other architectures is the bases of our evaluation
methods, as discussed in Section V.
We assume a probabilistic model in which the probability of
communication between two wireless devices decays
exponentially with distance and takes into consideration
surrounding obstacles and hindrances. Accordingly, the
communication range of each device can be represented by a
3D arbitrary shape. For realistic estimation of the arbitrary
shape dimensions, we need a practical signal propagation
model. This model can describe the path loss1 in the targeted
site by taking into consideration the effects of the surrounding
terrain on the power (Pr) of received signals as follows [10]

       

PROPOSED NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

We call our integration approach Smart Integrated WSNs
and RFIDs (SIWR). It is a two-layered hierarchical
architecture that maximizes the integrated network usability
and minimizes its deployment cost. The upper layer consists of
Super Nodes (SNs) which communicate periodically with the
base-station (directly or via each other) to deliver the data
being measured at the lower layer. SNs are assumed to consist
of RFID readers and advanced processing and communication
units to aggregate received sensed data and coordinate
medium access in addition to relaying measured data to the
base-station(s). Since sensor nodes and tags are relatively
cheaper, our approach focuses on the upper layer’s SNs. The
SIWR architecture aims toward dominating the cost factor by
distributing the sensing and relaying loads over the components
of integrated networks in an optimum fashion. This approach is
unique because it does not overwhelm the light sensor and tag
nodes (LNs) with relaying tasks but rather focus on the optimal
distribution of the most costly reading/relaying components.

where d is the Euclidian distance between the transmitter and
receiver,  is the path loss exponent calculated based on
experimental data,  is a random variable describing signal
attenuation effects2 in the monitored site, and K0 is a constant
calculated based on the transmitter, receiver and field mean
heights. Let Pr equal the minimal acceptable signal level to
maintain connectivity. Assume  and K0 in Eq. (2) are also
known for the specific site to be monitored. Thus, a
probabilistic communication model which gives the probability
that two devices separated by distance d can communicate with
each other is given by
%
 !   " #$
&
where   .
Thus, the probabilistic connectivity  is not only a function
of the distance separating the sensor nodes but also a function
of the surrounding obstacles and terrain, which can cause
shadowing and multipath effects (represented by the random
variable ).
IV. DEPLOYMENT STRATEGY
The node placement problem proposed in this paper has
infinitely large search space and finding the optimal solution is
highly non-trivial. Therefore, we propose a 3-D grid model that
limits the search space to a more manageable size. We assume
knowledge of the 3-D terrain of the monitored site. Hence,
practical candidate positions on the grid vertices can be predetermined; none feasible positions are excluded from the
search space. We use cubic grid vertices to apply a novel

Fig. 4: Smart Integrated WSNs and RFIDs (SIWR) architecture.

Fig. 4 depicts the network architecture proposed in this
paper. LNs are placed near to the phenomenon of interest for
more accurate readings. A SN is then placed on the most
appropriate position to serve the largest number of LNs
distributed around it based on the application’s requirements.
The base-station is also placed with respect to the
application’s requirements in a fixed position and serves as the

1

Path loss is the difference between transmitted and received signal power.
Wireless signals are attenuated because of shadowing and multipath effects. This refers
to the fluctuation of the average received power.
2
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scheme for routing and placement of super nodes in integrated
WSNs and RFIDs. This scheme is used to minimize the cost of
the integrated network without violating the main requirements
of RFIDs and WSNs. The former requires maintaining the right
ratio of tag to reader counts, while the latter requires full
connectivity. Our deployment scheme, SIWR, aims to solving
the following problem:

easily modified to handle more complex capacity constraints
(by giving different weights for different links of a single
node). Eqs. (11) and (12) guarantee the flow balance. Eqs. (9) (12) together with Eq. (8) are used to ensure the least
interference in the wireless medium access. Eq. (13) prevents
the flow splitting by specifying that a super node j can transmit
to only one super node i.

Find the optimal locations of the least '()*) super nodes
with the routing paths to deliver the generated data from each
Tag/Sensor to the base-station.

0-1-2-3"
Subject to

'()*)

4

>
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The optimization problem can be formulated as an ILP. We
define the following constants and variables.
Constants:
V: set of candidate grid vertices.
v: number of candidate positions on the grid vertices.
SNtotal: total available super nodes.
fij: is the flow from node i to node j (i.e. the data units to be sent
from i to j).
Gi: generated traffic by sensor node i.
SGi: generated traffic by super node i.
Ci: Capacity of traffic (BW) available for sensor node i.
SCi: Capacity of traffic (BW) available for super node i.
Variables:
i: A binary variable equals to 1 when a sensor is placed at
vertex i of the 3-D grid and 0 otherwise.
i: A binary variable equals to 1 when an RFID Tag is placed at
vertex i of the 3-D grid and 0 otherwise.
Si: A binary variable equals to 1 when a SN (super node) is
placed at vertex i of the 3-D grid and 0 otherwise.
N(i): is a set of neighboring indices such that + , (- if node j
is within the transmission range of node i (i.e. Pc(i,j). /).
M(N(i)): is a set of indices such that + , 0(- if node j is
within the transmission range of a node that can reach one of
the neighboring nodes of node i via single or multiple hops.
Pc(i,j): the probabilistic connectivity between two nodes placed
at vertices i and j.
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Fig. 5: ILP formulation for the SIWR

V.

DISCUSSIONS & RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate our proposed SIWR architecture
against the three common RFID/WSN integration architectures
discussed earlier. Namely: TS, RS and MIX. We apply the
introduced ILP-based deployment strategy while increasing the
density of LNs from 3, to 30, to 300 LNs/m2, as shown in
figures 6, 7 and 8, respectively. Each of the LN densities is
applied over the four integration architectures simultaneously
and the resulted count of SNs necessary to satisfy the
connectively requirements in each of the four architectures is
plotted against the corresponding LN count. This plot is used to
evaluate the best architecture in terms of cost-effectiveness,
measured in terms of lowest SN count. The different
architectures are evaluated and compared using two metrics: 1)
the cost, and 2) LNs count. The cost represents the total count
of relays, readers, and/or SNs multiplied by their cost measure
previously mentioned in each architecture type. The LNs count
reflects the scalability of the utilized architecture under varying
application scales. In addition, it reflects the application’s
complexity. We remark that the SNs count in case of TS, RS,
and MIX architectures will be the count of total readers and
sensors relaying data to the base-station. The proposed ILP

Our policy of minimizing the cost implies minimizing the
total count of SNs without affecting the main connectivity
requirements of WSN and RFID systems. By achieving a
placement that maintains the maximum number of RFID tags
per reader, we optimally handle the main connectivity
requirement in the placement of RFID systems, where a
balance between energy consumption and interference is
satisfied. On the other hand we assure that each sensor will be
connected to the base-station through at least one path. In order
to do so, we formulate the ILP in Fig. 5. Eq. (4) is the objective
function which minimizes '()*) . Eqs. (5) and (6) ensure that
each sensor node is connected to at least one super node, and
each tag has at least one super node in its vicinity, respectively.
Eq. (7) ensures at least one path towards the base-station from a
super node which is not a neighbor (i.e. have a direct
communication) with the base-station. Eq. (8) guarantees that
the total number of tags covered by a super node (reader) is not
exceeding the Optimized Value (OV) of tags per reader, which
has been mentioned in [9]. Eqs. (9) and (10) satisfy the traffic
capacity (bandwidth) constraints. Notice that this ILP can be
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Our integration approach is based on minimizing deployment
costs by optimally determining the placement of the most
expensive components of the integrated system. According to
our design, this refers to super nodes, which are composed of
integrated relay/RFID-reader pairs. By choosing to integrate
these two particular components, we aim towards balancing the
distribution of relaying and data collection evenly over our
system. When compared against other integrated architectures,
simulation results showed that our SIWR architecture and ILPbased placement increasingly outperform all the competing
architectures over higher densities of nodal distributions. The
cost metrics required by SIWR showed to be definitely less
than those of other architectures for the same numbers of
sensor nodes and tags in any given integrated layout.

deployment scheme is applied on the different integrated
WSNs and RFIDs architectures using MATLAB. Based on
experimental measurements [10], we set the communication
model variables to be as follows: R = 4.8, Pr = -104 (dB), K0 =
42.152, and  to be a random variable that follows a lognormal distribution function with mean 3 and variance of 10.
We choose     7K according to [3] in order to consider
the most expensive SNs. The MATLAB simulator determines
whether a wireless node is connected to its neighbors or not
based on the aforementioned probabilistic communication
model, where S = 70%. Each simulation experiment is
repeated 1000 times and the average results hold a confidence
interval no more than 5% of the average (over 1000 runs) at a
95% confidence level. The results as plotted in figures 6, 7 and
8 show that our SIWR architecture, indeed, outperforms all the
three common RFID/WSN integration architectures and always
requires less number of SNs. This translates into minimal cost
for an optimal deployment. In our first ILP iteration, we
assumed a density of 3 tags/sensors per m2. As shown in Fig. 6,
the count of SNs increased linearly according to the four
architectures as the count of LNs increased as to be expected
naturally. But the interesting observation is related to our
SIWR architecture which maintained the least number of SNs
throughout the iteration. The same observation, with even
better performance (i.e. much fewer SNs required by SIWR)
stands when increasing LNs density to 30 per m2, as shown in
Fig. 7. However, when this density is increased to 300 LNs/ m2
and the total count of tags/sensors in the topology reaches the
range of thousands, which is trivial in many large-scale
applications involving WSNs and RFIDs, the performance
differences between SIWR and the competing integration
architectures becomes astonishingly obvious. As shown in Fig.
8, when the count of LNs exceeds 1500, the corresponding
count of SNs to connect the set of tags/sensors increases
exponentially and so does the deployment cost of the involved
architectures. This is not the case with SIWR which maintains
a much steadier rate of SNs count increase that remains
definitely lower than any count required by any of the other
architectures. This advantage is maintained as the number of
LNs increases (i.e. deployment area increases) and strongly
implies that SIWR represents the best integration architecture
for RFID/WSN applications in terms of deployment and energy
consumption costs.
VI. CONCLUSION
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Fig. 6: Cost comparison with 3 LNs/m2

Fig. 7: Cost comparison with 30 LNs/m2
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Fig. 8: Cost comparison with 300 LNs/m2

